Movement of the wagon on the marshalling hump under the impact of air environment and tailwind
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Abstract. The effect of the tailwind on the wagon when it is rolling down from the hump. Study of the movement of the wagon on the profile of the marshalling hump. To provide an incorrect formula for determining the relative velocity and air particles, taken as the absolute velocity of the particles. The article applies the theorem on the addition of velocities in complex motion in vector form. Mathematical substantiated errors in the determination of the specific resistance to movement of the wagon from the air medium and wind, derived from the empirical relationships given the aerodynamic performance of the wagons. The results of the research can be used in the processing of the normative-technical document on the design of hump devices on railways and making adjustments to the dynamics of rolling the wagon in textbooks for universities of railway transport. The results of this study prove the need to revise the practical significance of the formula for finding the specific resistance to the movement of the car from the air and wind in the in the normative-technical document "Rules and regulations for the design of sorting devices on the railways track gauge 1 520 mm ".

1 Introduction

The problems of designing marshalling hump are studied in [1 - 24]. This paper is a continuation of a series of publications on the dynamics of sliding of the wagon on the drain side hump when exposed to a force projection tailwind [17 – 19]. Particularly, make a reservation that the eleventh counterexample presented in [17], for some unknown reason, was not discussed by the authors [18, 19] in favor of the correctness of the theoretical propositions of the dynamics of rolling the wagon down the slope of the hump yard. However, in [18] noted that, "according to the authors of the article [17], the formula for determining the resistivity from the air environment wae is "incorrect", but there is no the response about the error [12]. Therefore, it is groundless statement" (see also p. 24 in [18]). This paper will discuss in more detail the possible reason for the lack of mathematically justified and confirmed by results of calculations of the counter-arguments in the eleventh
counterexample in [17]. To do this, the results of the research in [17] are given, by definition, the resulting speed \( v_{res} \) is equal to the sum of the wind velocity \( v_w \) and the vector \( v_{cg} \), equal in magnitude to the speed of the car \( v_{car} \), but opposite in direction, the mathematics of which [without explanation, the direction of the vector \( v_{cr} \) "opposite in direction of the velocity of the car \( v_{car} \)"] represented in the form (see formula (13) in the eleventh counterexample [17]):

\[
v_r^2 = v_{cg}^2 + v_c^2 \pm 2v_{cg}v_c \cos \beta,
\]

where \( |v_{cg}| = v_{car} \) – is the average speed of the wagon found in its input \( v_i \) and the output \( v_{i+1} \) from the measuring area hump;

\( \beta \) – the angle between the wind direction and the axis of the path segment (x-axis) (always less than 90°).

Note that in (1) the «plus» sign corresponds to the oncoming wind, and «minus» – direction of tailwind.

In the eleventh counterexample [17] the angle \( \alpha \) between the resultant wind velocity \( v_{res} \) and the axis of the path \( x \) (see Fig. 1) was calculated according to the theorem of sines, in the form:

\[
\alpha = \arcsin \left( \frac{v_c}{v_{res}} \sin \beta \right).
\]

In the next formula (1) to determine the resultant wind speed of \( v_{res} \) was used to obtain the empirical formula of the specific air resistance of the wagon \( w_{ar} \) (see formula (12) in ninth counterexample [17]) in the form kg\( \cdot \)m/s:

\[
w_{ar} = \frac{17.8C_x s}{(273 + t^o)q} v_{res}^2,
\]

where 17.8 – constant value found on the basis of experimental data taking into account the air density \( \rho \) (in kg/ m\(^3\)) relative to the atmospheric pressure (e.g., in the range of 700 … 780 mm of mercury column) and the ambient temperature \( t \);

\( C_x \) – the coefficient of air resistance (usually depending on the angle \( \alpha \) (e.g., \( \alpha \) from 0 to 90\(^o\)) varies from 1.2 ... 1.9 (dimensionless quantity);

\( s \) – the cross-sectional area (maximum cross-section) of the wagon (e.g. for four-axle platform is 4.1, and for four-axle high-sided wagon – 8.5, m\(^2\);

\( q \) – the weight of the wagon, t (not the vehicle);
t° – ambient temperature, °C;
273 + t° = T is the absolute ambient temperature, K (Kelvin scale);

vр – the resultant speed determined by the formula (2), m/s.

Note that because the formula (3) is empirical, it is virtually not possible to verify the correctness of its dimension in kgf/t.

Especially stipulate that in Fig. 1, the vector vр, without explanation, directed opposite to the direction of the velocity of the wagon vcar that corresponds to the theorem of addition of velocities with the complex movement of theoretical mechanics [24]. In [18] it is stated that "before you decide to criticize made earlier, it is necessary to examine theoretical approaches and practical engineering methods at least the leading schools in the design of hump yards" (see the first paragraph of middle column on p. 24 in [18]). In [17] it is noted that the formula (3) is empirical. However, in this case, the velocity vр is an unknown quantity. All this is one of the main reasons that the formula for determining the resistivity from the air environment wae (3) in [17] is marked as "incorrect ". For a detailed proof of "gross errors" formula (1) and (2), and, consequently, (3), containing the resultant speed vр, will conduct the study, based on the correct application of the theorem on composition of velocities in complex movement theoretical mechanics.

2 Goal of research

- To prove the incorrectness of the formula for determining the relative speed of air particles, which is taken as the absolute velocity of the particles (i.e. the wind speed relative to the ground), which contradicts the principle of relative motion of a material point in classical mechanics;
- To justify gross errors in the determination of the specific resistance to movement of the wagon from the air environment and tailwind derived from the empirical correspondence given the aerodynamic properties (streamlined) wagons, and given in the regulatory-technical documents.
- To give examples of calculation for evaluating the correctness and/or incorrectness of performed analytical studies on the construction of mathematical models of the motion of the wagon on exposure to tailwind and to compare the values obtained with the use of the regulatory-technical document.

3 Research methods

Research methods rely on the use of the theorem of velocity addition in a complex motion in vector form [24].

4 The main results of the study

It is known [7, 13 - 15, 20, 21], on the hump the automatic shunting is carried out from the top with initial speed viv. Therefore, with the top of the hill (In G) can be linked stationary coordinate system O1x1y1z1 (Fig. 2). In this case we assume that the point M (for example, movement of air particles and wind) over some time t for some moving mobile reference system Oxyz, which, in turn, moves relative to the main (fixed) coordinate system O1x1y1z1 (Fig. 2). Then, as is well known [24], the trajectory of the point M, considered in relation to the system Oxyz, is the path relative (or local) motion, and in relation to O1x1y1z1 – absolute (or full) motion. Motion of the movable system Oxyz in relation to the fixed O1x1y1z1 is for a moving point M portable movement. The speed of a moving point M in
relation to the system Oxyz called relative velocity $\vec{v}_r$, and relative to the system $O_1x_1y_1z_1$ — absolute speed $\vec{V}_a$. The speed of that invariably is associated with a moving frame of reference Oxyz in terms of space, in which the time $t$ is a moving point $M$, called the transportation velocity $\vec{V}_e$ [24].

On this basis, in relation to the movement of the wagon down the profile of the hump it may be noted that the carriage moving at a speed of $\vec{V}_{car} = \vec{v}$, can test the effect of the air environment and tailwind (as in Fig. 2). Therefore, from any point of the wagon (for example, point O) movable coordinate system Oxyz can be linked (Fig. 2 applicable $z$ perpendicular to the plane of the drawing, is not shown).

![Fig. 2](image-url). The direction of the vectors-radius of the wagon and wind (air particles).

Note that Fig. 2 is a schematic, because it is not possible to show fully functional movement of the point M relatively to moving reference system Oxyz, and the latter relative to a fixed reference system $O_1x_1y_1z_1$. For better understanding of the complex motion of the point M in Fig. 2 is indicated: $\vec{r}_e$ — the vector-radius of the portable motion (motion of the wagon); $\vec{r}_r$ — the vector-radius of the relative motion of air particles M (see pp. 59 – 60 in [24]); $\vec{r}_a$ — vector-radius of the absolute motion of air particles M relative to the earth (absolute motion of air particles M) (Fig. 2); $\vec{v}_e$ — the direction of the velocity of movement of the wagon; $\vec{v}_r$ — the direction of the relative speed of air particles M.

When the complex movement of the vector-radius of the absolute motion of the particles of air M is equal to the geometric sum of the vector-radius of the transportation and relative motion:

$$\vec{r}_a = \vec{r}_e + \vec{r}_r.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

It is known [24], while the absolute motion of air particles M the radius-vector $\vec{r}_e$, $\vec{r}_r$ and $\vec{r}_a$ will over time $t$ change in magnitude and direction according to different laws, each of these radius-vectors are variable vectors (vector-functions) that depend on the argument $t$.
\[ \vec{r}_a(t) = \vec{r}_e(t) + \vec{r}_r(t). \]  

Equality (5) as known [24], determines the law of motion of air particles \( M \) in vector form, as it allows at any time \( t \) and construct the corresponding vector and find the position of moving particles of air \( M \).

Differentiating both parts of the vector equation (5) at time \( t \), mathematical expression of the theorem of addition of velocities in complex motion in vector form [24] is obtained:

\[ \vec{V}_a = \vec{V}_e + \vec{V}_r, \]  

where \( \vec{V}_a \) – absolute velocity of air particles (wind speed relative to the ground \( \vec{V}_w \) ) (Fig. 2); \( \vec{V}_e \) – the transportation velocity (the speed of the wagon \( \vec{V}_{car} = \vec{V} \) ); \( \vec{V}_r \) – the relative speed of air particles (see pp. 59 – 60 in [24]). Otherwise, the absolute velocity is the vector sum of the transportation and relative velocities.

Here, according to [24], the direction of the velocity of the wagon \( \vec{V}_{car} = \vec{V} \), as transportation speed \( \vec{V}_e \), and wind \( \vec{V}_w \), as absolute speed \( \vec{V}_a \), and the relative speed of air particles \( \vec{V}_r \), should have been provided, as shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. The direction of the velocity vectors.](image)

In Fig. 3 are indicated: \( \vec{V}_e = \vec{V} \) – the average velocity of the rolling of the single wagon in the area carrying the forward speed of wagon, m/s; \( \vec{V}_a = \vec{V}_w \) – the wind speed relative to the ground (absolute speed of the particles is taken constant), m/s; \( \alpha \) is the acute angle between the relative velocity of air particles \( \vec{V}_r \) and the direction of sliding of the wagon (axis Ox) when exposed to tailwind (see Fig. 3), rad.; \( \alpha \) is the obtuse angle between the direction of the relative velocity of air particles relative to the longitudinal axis of the car (axis Ox) and transportation wagon speed \( \vec{V}_e \) when exposed to the oncoming wind (see Fig. 3,b), rad.; \( \beta \) – the angle between the wind direction and the axis of the section of the route (axis Ox), in which moves a single car at a speed of \( \vec{V}_e \) when exposed to passing (see Fig. 3); \( \vec{V}_r = \vec{V}_{or} \) – the relative speed of air particles (see pp. 59 – 60 in [24]); \( \varphi = \pi - \alpha \) – the obtuse angle complementary to the direction of the relative speed of air particles \( \vec{V}_r \) in
relation to the transferring velocity of the car \( \bar{V}_e \) when exposed to tailwind (see Fig. 3) to π rad. We make a reservation that signs of the angles \( \alpha \) (the value we seek) and \( \beta \) (value set). Thus, according to Fig. 3, the absolute velocity is the diagonal of a parallelogram constructed on a transportation and relative speeds.

The main error of works [19] is that the relative speed of air particles \( \bar{V}_r \) accepted as the absolute speed of the particles (i.e. the wind speed relative to the earth as the stationary frame of reference) \( \bar{V}_a = \bar{V}_w \) (see Fig. 1).

If discuss the eleventh counterexample in [17], where it was mentioned that regardless of physical sense based on the spherical law of cosines trigonometry incorrectly written formula (instead of the formula (2)), which found a relative (resultant) velocity of the wagon \( \bar{V}_r \) with respect to the direction of wind (see formula (13) in the eleventh counterexample [17]):

\[
v_r^2 = v_e^2 + v_w^2 \pm 2v_e v_w \cos \beta,
\]

where \( v = v_e \) – the average velocity of the rolling of the single wagons in the area carrying the forward speed of the wagon (the normative amount, e.g., for slides of high power in relation to the estimated phase slides from the beginning of the first braking position to the beginning of the second braking position: \( v = v_e = 6 \) m/s), m/s;

\( v_w = v_a \) – wind speed (absolute speed is taken as constant), m/s;

\( \beta \) – the angle between the wind direction and the axis of the section of the route (axis Ox), in which moves a single wagon at a speed of \( v_e \) when exposed to tailwind (see Fig. 3,a) and headwind (see Fig. 3,b);

\( v_r \) – the relative speed of air particles (see pp. 59 – 60 in [24]).

Note that in the absence of data of wind speed to draft a hump in the rail yard in the formula (4), for example, the tailwind speed \( v_a \) relative to earth under favorable (summer) conditions at a temperature of ambient air \( t = +30^\circ\text{C} \) can be taken equal to 2.9 m/s, and the speed of the oncoming wind \( v_a \) relative to land under adverse (winter) conditions when the ambient air temperature \( t = -10^\circ\text{C} \): 3.8 m/s.

We rewrite equality (7), given that it \( v = v_e \) and \( v_w = v_a \):

\[
v_r^2 = v_e^2 + v_a^2 \pm 2v_e v_a \cos \beta,
\]

hence

\[
v_{r1,2} = \sqrt{v_e^2 + v_a^2 \pm 2v_e v_a \cos \beta}.
\] (8)

The equation (8) under the root sign "plus" is recommended to accept with a headwind, and the "minus" sign – with a fair wind. However, the paper will consider only the effects of wind.

As can be seen, the relative speed of air particles \( v_r \) under the influence of tailwind and/or headwind find depending on the magnitude of the load speed of the car \( v_e \), wind speed relative to the earth (absolute particle velocity) \( v_a \), and the angle \( \beta \) (see Fig. 3,a), i.e. \( v_r = f(v_e, v_a, \beta) \).

Thus, in [19] the angle \( \alpha \) between the relative velocity of the air particles \( v_r \) and the direction of sliding of the carriage (axis Ox) find depending on the magnitude of the load
speed $v_e$ of the wagon, the relative speed of air particles $v_r$ and of the angle $\beta$ (see Fig. 1 a), i.e. $\alpha = f(v_e, v_r, \beta)$.

1. For the proof of correctness formula (12) will present the theorem of the cosines of trigonometry when the wind (see $\Delta ABC$ Fig. 3):

$$a^2 = b^2 + c^2 - 2bc \cos A.$$  \hfill (9)

Taking into account that, according to $\Delta ABC$ on Fig. 3, $a = v_a$, $b = v_e$, $c = v_r$ and $\cos A = \cos \varphi = \cos(\pi - \alpha) = - \cos \alpha$, we rewrite the formula (9) in the form:

$$v_a^2 = v_e^2 + v_r^2 + 2v_e v_r \cos \alpha.$$  \hfill (10)

To find the relative velocity of air particles $v_r$ from the last equality we get the following quadratic equation:

$$v_r^2 + 2v_e \cos \alpha \cdot v_r + (v_e^2 - v_a^2) = 0.$$  \hfill (11)

Solving the latter equation, obtain the final analytical formula for determining the relative speed of air particles $v_r$:

$$v_{r1,2} = -v_e \cos \alpha \pm \sqrt{(v_e \cos \alpha)^2 - (v_e^2 - v_a^2)}.$$  \hfill (12)

As can be seen, the relative particle velocity $v_r$ of air when exposed to a tailwind (see Fig. 3) find depending on the magnitude of the load speed $v_e$ of the car and the wind speed relative to the earth (absolute particle velocity) $v_a$ and the angle $\alpha$, i.e. $v_r = f(v_e, v_a, \alpha)$.

Evidence of the incorrectness of the formula (7) and/or (8) does not require further explanation.

2. For the proof of correctness and/or absurdity of the formula (13) in the eleventh counterexample [17], where the angle $\alpha$ was found, depending on the speed $v_e$, $v_r$ and angle $\beta$, i.e. $\alpha = f(v_e, v_r, \beta)$, when exposed to a tailwind (Fig. 4), according to $\Delta ABC$, use the theorem of sinus trigonometry:

$$\frac{a}{\sin A} = \frac{b}{\sin B} = \frac{c}{\sin C}.$$  \hfill (12)

Fig. 4. On the sine theorem.
In Fig. 4, according to ΔABC marked: a = v₀, b = vₗ, c = vₑ, and sinA = sinφ or sinφ = sin(π − α) = sinα; sinB = sin[π − (φ + β) = sin {π − [(π − α) + β]} = sin(α − β); sinC = sinβ.

We rewrite the equality (12) in accordance with Fig. 4 signs:

\[ \frac{v_a}{\sin \alpha} = \frac{v_c}{\sin(\alpha - \beta)} = \frac{v_r}{\sin \beta}. \tag{13} \]

Use the second and third relations in (13), we define the angle α depending on the α = f(vₑ, vᵣ, β):

\[ \frac{v_r}{\sin \beta} = \frac{v_e}{\sin(\alpha - \beta)}, \]

where

\[ v_r \sin(\alpha - \beta) = v_e \sin \beta. \]

The last formula is given taking into account the formula function of the difference of angles α and β:

\[ v_r (\sin \alpha \cos \beta - \cos \alpha \sin \beta) = v_e \sin \beta. \]

Dividing both parts of the last equality in sin\beta, we obtain

\[ v_r (\sin \alpha \frac{\cos \beta}{\sin \beta} - \cos \alpha) = v_e. \]

After simple mathematical calculations given the formula of a function of a single angle the last formula will be presented in the form of irrational equations to find angle α:

\[ \sin \alpha \cdot \cot \beta \frac{v_e}{v_r} - \frac{v_e}{v_r} = \sqrt{1 - \sin^2 \alpha}. \tag{14} \]

Solving an irrational equation (14), after transformation, will receive:

\[ \sin^2 \alpha (1 + \cot^2 \beta) - 2 \frac{v_e}{v_r} \sin \alpha \cdot \cot \beta + \left[ \frac{v_e}{v_r} \right]^2 - 1 = 0. \]

Further, given the formula of one function (1 + cot²β) through another of the same angle (sin²β), we have:

\[ \sin^2 \alpha \frac{1}{\sin^2 \beta} - 2 \frac{v_e}{v_r} \sin \alpha \cdot \frac{\cos \beta}{\sin \beta} + \left[ \frac{v_e}{v_r} \right]^2 - 1 = 0. \]

Using functions of multiple angles (sin2β), after some elementary mathematical calculations, we have the following quadratic equation:
\[
\sin^2 \alpha - 2 \frac{v_e}{2v_r} \sin 2\beta \sin \alpha + \left( \frac{v_e}{v_r} \right)^2 - 1 \sin^2 \beta. \tag{15}
\]

Solving this quadratic equation, we finally obtain the formula to determine the angle \( \alpha \):

\[
(s \alpha)_{1,2} = \frac{v_e}{2v_r} \sin 2\beta \pm \sqrt{\left( \frac{v_e}{2v_r} \sin 2\beta \right)^2 - \left( \frac{v_e}{v_r} \right)^2 - 1} \sin^2 \beta. \tag{16}
\]

As can be seen, the obtained formula (16) of the wagon when exposed to tailwind (see Fig. 4) has a completely different but complicated form than the simple form of formula (2), which confirms the incorrectness of the formula in [19] as required.

Comparative analysis of formulas (8) and (16), (10), (16) shows that the basic error of papers [19] and also due to the fact that the results of these studies critically analyzed [17], is that the relative speed of air particles \( V_r \) accepted as the absolute speed of the particles (i.e. the wind speed relative to the ground) \( V_a = V_w \) (see Fig. 1 and 3).

For certainty, correctness and/or incorrectness performed analytical studies on the construction of mathematical models of the motion of the wagon when exposed to a tailwind we cite the following examples.

5 Research result

5.1 Example of calculations 1

For example, examine the motion of the wagon on the section of the second switching zone (Sz) the drain side slides under the influence of wind. The original data sample are: \( G = 908 \) – gravity wagon with load, kN; \( v_e = v_w = 2.475 \) – the speed of the wagon entrance to the investigated section of the hump, m/s; \( i = 0.002 \) – the angle of slope slides Sz of hump, rad.; \( l = 21.0 \) – length of land section Sz of hump, m. For very good jogger will take, for example, low-sided 4-axle car, gravity 908 kN (or 92.56 ton force); the calculated value of the basic specific resistance movement – \( w = 0.5 \); \( v_e = 2.9 \) – wind speed (passing summer wind), m/s; \( t = 30^\circ C \) – the estimated ambient air temperature for favorable (summer) conditions; \( S = 8.5 \) – the cross-sectional area of the low-sided 4-axle car, m\(^2\); \( c_x = 1.36 \) – coefficient of air resistance of the car.

5.2 The results of the calculation in the base system Matchad [25]

1. Substituting the original data into the formula (9) that the same formula (1), a relative speed of air particles \( v_r \) when exposed to tailwind, m/s:

\[
v_r = \sqrt{v_e^2 + v_a^2 - 2v_e v_a \cos \beta} = \sqrt{2.475^2 + 2.9^2 - 2 \cdot 2.475 \cdot 2.9 \cdot (0.866)} = 1.451.
\]
Make the graphical curve of the \( v_{r1} = f(\beta) \), by varying the angle \( \beta \) between the speed of the car \( v_e \) and speed of the wind relative to the ground (absolute speed of the particles) \( v_a \) in the range from 10° to 90° in steps \( \Delta \beta = 5° \) (Fig. 5).

![Graphical curve](image)

**Fig. 5.** The graphical curve \( v_{r1} = f(\beta) \).

Note that the graphical constructions are made in the system Mathcad [20].

As can be seen, the curve \( v_{r1} = f(\beta) \) the nonlinear decreasing in accordance with the formula (8). In this case \( \beta \geq 59° \) obtained integrated (i.e. cumulative) result: \( v_{r1} = I(v_{r1}) = 0.496i \) – the imaginary part of the numbers \( v_{r1} \) (i – the imaginary unit), meaning that the formula (8) with given initial data is applicable only when \( \beta \leq 59° \).

2. According to the formula (2) we calculate the angle \( \alpha \) between the directions of the relative velocity of air particles \( v_r \) and load speed (or the speed of the wagon \( v_e \)) (axis Ox), in the following form, rad.:

\[
\sin \alpha = \frac{v_e}{v_r} \sin \beta = \frac{2.475}{1.451} \cdot 0.5 = 0.853,
\]

hence we have: \( \alpha = \sin(\alpha) \cdot 180/\pi = 58°30' \) and \( \cos(\alpha) = 0.5225 \).

As can be seen, when exposed to a tailwind angle \( \beta \) more and/or equal \( \alpha \), i.e. \( \beta \geq \alpha \), that is not consistent with the Fig. 1. Therefore adopted in the eleventh counterexample [17] the opposite direction of the velocity of the wagon \( v_{car} \) in Fig. 1 is incorrect.

3. In the end analytical formula (16) we calculate the angle \( \alpha \) between the directions of wind velocity (or absolute speed) \( v_a \) and the relative speed of air particles \( v_r \) if the accepted value \( \beta = 28° \).

Taking initial data in the form: \( v_e = 2.475 \) and \( v_r = 1.45 \) m/c, \( 2\beta = 56° \) or \( \sin(2\beta) = 0.848 \), we obtain:
\[
(sin \alpha)_1 = \frac{v_e}{2v_r} \cdot \sin (2 \cdot \beta) + \sqrt{\left(\frac{v_e}{2v_r} \cdot \sin (2 \cdot \beta)\right)^2 - \left[\left(\frac{v_e}{v_r}\right)^2 - 1\right] \cdot \sin^2 \beta} = \\
= \frac{2.475 \cdot 0.848}{2 \cdot 1.45} + \sqrt{\left(\frac{2.475}{2 \cdot 1.45} \cdot 0.848\right)^2 - \left[\left(\frac{2.475}{1.45}\right)^2 - 1\right] \cdot 0.853} = 0.478,
\]

hence, we find: \( \alpha = \sin(\alpha) \cdot 180/\pi = 28^\circ 30' \) and \( \cos(\alpha) = 0.8788 \).

Relative error of angle calculations \( \alpha \) by formula (2) and by exact formula (17) is \( \delta \alpha = 51.37\% \), this confirms the incorrectness of the formula (14) in the eleventh counterexample [17].

As can be seen, taking into account the impact of tailwind direction \( \beta \) wind speed relative to the earth (absolute particle speed) \( v_a \) slightly different from the direction \( \alpha \) of the relative velocity of the air particles \( v_r \), for example, the angle \( (\alpha - \beta) = 28^\circ 30' - 28^\circ = 30' \), i.e. \( \alpha > \beta \), this confirms the correctness of the derivation of formula (17) for the given initial data of the problem.

4. Let's build a graphical curve \( \alpha = f(\beta) \), changing angle value \( \beta \) between the speed of the wagon \( v_e \) and wind speed relative to the earth (absolute particle speed) \( v_a \), within 10° to 90° in increments \( \Delta \beta = 5° \) (fig. 6).

Fig. 6. The graphical curve \( \alpha = f(\beta) \).

Analyzing dependencies \( \alpha = f(\beta) \) note decreasing their nonlinear character, starting with the value of the angle \( \beta = 57^\circ 29^\prime 5' \), at which angle \( \alpha = 0 \).

In this case \( \beta \geq 49^\circ 16' \) a complex result is obtained:

\[
v_{rl} = R(v_{rl}) + I(v_{rl}) = 0.726 - 0.496i \cdot 10^{-3},
\]

where \( R(v_{rl}) = 0.726^\circ - \) real parts of numbers \( v_{rl} \);

\( I(v_{rl}) = -0.496i \cdot 10^{-3} - \) imaginary parts of numbers \( v_{rl} \) (i – imaginary unit).

With \( \beta = 57^\circ 29^\prime 5' \): angle \( \alpha = 0 \), and with \( \beta > 57^\circ 29^\prime \) angle \( \alpha \) has a negative sign, which means that the formula (16) for the given initial data is applicable for \( 49^\circ 16' \leq \beta \leq 57^\circ 29^\prime \).
5. Determine the relative velocity of the air particles \( v_r \) by the finite analytical formula (11), m/s:

\[
v_{r1} = -v_e \cos \alpha + \sqrt{(v_e \cos \alpha)^2 - (v_e^2 - v_a^2)} =
\]

\[
= 2.475 \cdot (0.8788) + \sqrt{(2.475 \cdot (0.8788))^2 - (2.475^2 - 2.9^2)} = 0.474.
\]

Let us calculate the second root of the equation (11):

\[
v_{r2} = -v_e \cos \alpha - \sqrt{(v_e \cos \alpha)^2 - (v_e^2 - v_a^2)} =
\]

\[
= 2.475 \cdot (0.879) - \sqrt{(2.475 \cdot (0.879))^2 - (2.475^2 - 2.9^2)} = -4.82.
\]

As can be seen, the second root of equation (11) does not satisfy the solution of the problem, since the value of the velocity \( v_{r2} \) has a negative sign, i.e. \( v_{r2} \approx -4.8 \) m/s, meaning no physical meaning of calculation:

Note that the relative error of the calculation of the first root of equation (11), compared with the data of formula (8), was \( \delta v_{r1} \approx 67.4 \% \), what is unacceptable for engineering calculations (\( \approx 5 \% \)). However, it should be borne in mind that the formula (8) is incorrect.

Hence it is clear that in the [13 - 15, 19] performed on the basis in the eleventh counterexample [17] contains fallible materials that do not correspond to the principles of theoretical mechanics [24].

6 Scope of results

Results of study can be used at processing of the standard and technical document on design of sorting devices on the railroads and corrections in the description of dynamics of rolling down of the wagon from marshalling hump.

7 General conclusions

1. Comparative analysis of formulas (2), (7) and (10), (16) shows that the gross error of works [17], is that the relative velocity of air particles \( \vec{v}_r \) taken as the absolute velocity of the particles (i.e., the wind speed relative to the earth) \( \vec{v}_a = \vec{v}_w \) (see Fig. 1 and 3).

2. Gross errors made in the construction of a mathematical model of accounting for the impact of tailwind and / or headwind in [19], reduces the practical significance of the use in the hump design and technological calculations of the formula (3) to find the resistivity of the movement of the wagon from the air and wind \( \omega_{air} \) (and \( \omega_{w}, \) obtained on the basis of empirical dependences taking into account aerodynamic parameters (streamlining) of wagons (see the middle column on page 37 in [17]).
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